
	

	

 
 
 
 

Week 4 Newsletter – 18th August 2017 

This week we welcome Khairoe Mason-Martin and Lakoda Slade.  
We hope you both have enjoyed your start at Mahora School!  

The umpiring award presented to Ezrah Eagle at last week’s school assembly is a first ever in the 
region according to Hawke's Bay Netball. It's a first because Ezrah is the youngest recipient of the 
Centre level umpiring award. He took up umpiring this year and started umpiring a Heretaunga 
Intermediate team at their weekly games. His skills and ability were noticed by the HB Netball 
umpiring team. He has since umpired at representative tournaments and has recently been selected 
to umpire senior level finals, an impressive achievement from a Primary School student. Jenny (from 
HB netball) said Ezrah was an umpire to watch in the future and that she predicts maybe we'll see 
him umpiring games at a National level in the future! Go Ezrah!! 

  
 

We have Hawke’s Bays’ most favourite teacher 
here at Mahora!! Janene Maloney was nominated 
by Alexia Cully and has been named the regional 
winner for Hawke’s Bay/ East Cape, which is very 
deserving.  
 

Janene builds special relationships with her 
learners, setting high expectations but offering 
strong support to help them achieve their goals. 
For Janene it’s about, “The greatest gift we can 
give our children is empowering their self belief”. 
 

High 5 Mrs Maloney!  

Nau mai haere mai, Talofa lava, welcome to everyone! 



	

 
@awesome14 have used literacy time to as an opportunity to learn about a topic they are 
interested to learn more about.  2 weeks later we have produced some fantastic learning, which we 
have on display in our classroom.  We knew what we wanted to make but we found out there was a 
process to creating display pieces. Therefore, we worked hard in our literacy time, reading topic 
books of interest, writing plans and facts, labelling designs, editing and revising. We then took our 
learning and produced our mahi (work) in a format we felt would interest others. Come in sometime 
and have a titiro (look) at our learning. We are very excited and very proud of our achievements. 
After we had finished we reflected on our learning to ensure we are learning from our 
learning!  Come on in and check our learning out - you never know what you may learn! 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Many thanks to everyone who responded to the Health consultation last term. The responses were 
reviewed and discussed at the most recent Board meeting. Attached to this newsletter is the 
community feedback sheet for your information. If at any time you have questions about health 
education, please don’t hesitate to contact Tessa Beaver at school.  
 

 
A reminder, next week is the PTA food order week so order forms will be sent home early next 
week for Friday lunch. Thanks for your support with their fundraisers. Unfortunately the disco 
this term has had to be cancelled due to our hall being out of action.  
 
Regards, Rohan 



	

Community Consultation Feedback 
Health and Physical Education - 2017 

 
The Health and PE programme offers a wide range of topics:   Yes = 29 No = 0 
 
Deputy Principal comment: - Many of these Health topics are covered at Mahora School on an ongoing basis, 
for example daily reminders about cleanliness, including toothbrushing and handwashing. Healthy Food is 
also reinforced as a part of our Brain Food time, reminders about our Water and Milk only policy and 
discussions about healthy lunches. The students also continue to be offered a wide range of physical 
education opportunities, as stated in the overview as well as EOTC (Education Outside the Classroom) and 
Sports opportunities. The number of students involved in sports teams continues to grow. Our Sports Co-
ordinator is beginning to monitor how many of our students are involved in any kind of physical activity inside 
or outside of the school, e.g. dancing, gymnastics, club teams. Opportunities are given for students who are 
wanting to have a go, or try something new, as well as those who are able to compete at a more elite level.  
 
There are some areas or programmes I would like more information about: Yes =  6 No = 20
  
Which areas/ programmes?        n/a = 3 

• Swimming and Fundamental Movement Skills 
• Swimming - take ___ to lessons, and don’t want to confuse the process 
• Safe Walking, Basic Cleanliness 
• Life Education Trust - what topics does it cover? 
• Sexuality Education 
• Fundamental Movement Skills 

 
DP comment: - Swimming is taught by class teachers in our school pool, along with Team 3 having instructed 
lessons at the Clive Pool once a year. Teachers also have poolside professional development with instruction 
from Swimming New Zealand instructors at least once a year. We see having the pool as a fantastic asset to 
our students, which enables them to gain confidence in the water, and have daily instruction as weather 
permits.  
Life Education Trust comes to school on a two-yearly rotation - topics are selected by each team based on 
the needs of the students in that team at the time, and cover a wide range of health topics, for example, how 
do we keep ourselves safe, what makes us special and unique, what does our body need to stay healthy and 
happy and what are the impacts of the decisions we make?  
Safe Walking includes checking both ways before crossing the road and being aware of other hazards around 
them, e.g.  using pedestrian crossings, not crossing in between cars.  
Basic cleanliness includes things such as using the toilets hygienically, handwashing, safe sneezing, nose 
blowing, oral health and general grooming such as hair brushing and washing. These are usually taught in 
classes and discussed as the need arises.  
Sexuality Education in Year 1 - 4 includes creating a safe environment, how to show respect, identifying own 
strengths, making friends, identifying and managing feelings, body parts, growth, caring for the body and 
identifying who can help. Many of these aspects are also incorporated through discussions and learning about 
Mahora School Values, for example, being a supportive team member, being a loyal and caring friend or use 
feedback to build on my strengths and weaknesses. In Year 5 and 6 it includes changing bodies and feelings, 
relationships, communication and decision-making and support systems. When these units are taught parents 
will be notified in advance of the content of class lessons.  
FMS, or Fundamental Movement Skills, is taken to develop a base range of skills with our students, including 
catching, throwing, striking, skipping, hopping, jumping, balance, large and small ball skills. 
 
I would like to see Mahora cover … because: 

• Dance because it is such a fun way for kids to get physical education 
• The value of balance because balance is the key to good health - physically, mentally and spiritually 
• Emotional resilience because it allows children to deal with problems better and encourages mental 

health awareness. 
• Athletics - all ages 
• Heart Foundation rewards system, educate alternatives to packaged/ sugary foods items 
• Water/ Milk only policy 
• Bullying across all age groups because it starts much younger than Team 3 
• Minor Injuries because they may need more treatment at home 



	

• Bullying 
• Gymnastics because it is a fun activity for both boys and girls 

 
DP comment: - Fitting all the things that we would like to teach continues to be a challenge for teachers. We 
use a range of health and physical education topics to engage students and allow them to learn and use a 
range of different skills. Dance fits into the Arts Curriculum, and is also taught through PE (at times) e.g. Jump 
Jam or JRock.  
We continue to look into all sorts of other opportunities that arise throughout the year and are offered to 
schools. Sports Skills in Schools opportunities are offered to our school to enhance sports that we may not 
have in school expertise in, or our students may not have ever had a chance to have a go at - teacher 
development is included via taster sessions for kids are taken by an expert.  
Gymnastics has been offered in the past, and this is teacher skill and space dependent, which unfortunately is 
not able to be offered at this time, due to having the hall in use as a classroom.  
Through our Mahora School Values we continue to work on themes like having a good attitude and having a 
go at new things, being connected to others, showing respect and believing in ourselves.  
 
General comments: 

• I really like this - being kept up to date on what is being taught and offered 
• I would like more information about what is covered in the sexuality education. I trust that there will be 

plenty of lead time coming up to this topic to allow parents to address the issues at home, as for us, 
this is a topic that relates to our religious beliefs, and we feel it should be parent led supported by 
school 

• Does safe walking cover stranger danger too?  
• Handwashing needs to be reinforced at every level as it’s the most basic and helpful way of stopping 

the spread of school sores, colds, scabies etc.  
• Cross country - so great they do this 
• Healthy Eating/ Healthy Snacks - for Team 3 also - as at an age where it really impacts their health, 

they have more independence on what they choose to eat 
• Fantastic job Mahora! 
• I am very happy with the programme Mahora offers 
• I’m really happy with what is currently offered 
• Dental Nurse - parents are never told when these are, so we can’t attend or ask questions etc 
• Nits - making knowledge of product available, making sure children are checked.  
• Absolutely impressed with the programme and what it has to offer. Our children will benefit from this 

greatly.  
• Perhaps Robin from Sport HB could present to parents on affordable snack/ lunch ideas. Target group: 

Parents - Role Modelling 
• Thank you for including important health topics such as oral health, healthy eating!  
• Great job! Keep up the good work 
• All good!  
• It is great to see the variety of topics and skills covered.  

 
DP comment: - There continues to be a range of programmes offered across the school, with differences 
within each age group based on the needs of the students.  
Many of the general health topics are covered regularly in classes, especially in Team 1 and Team 2 classes, 
e.g. the importance of handwashing, brushing our teeth etc. Healthy eating is something else that is revisited 
through classes regularly, including discussions on brain food and having only water and milk at school.  
We will continue to inform parents before topics such as Sexuality education are undertaken in classrooms - 
giving information on what will be covered in each session so that parents are aware.  
If at any time, parents are wanting to get in contact with the Community Dental Clinic - they can be contacted 
on 06) 873 4861.  
 
Thank you for taking the time to complete the survey, to help shape our Health and Physical Education 
curriculum over the coming years.  
 
Regards,  
 
Tessa Beaver 
Deputy Principal 


